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ABSTRACT

The implementation of various types of marine protected areas is one of several management tools available for conserving representative examples of the biological diversity within marine ecosystems in general and National Marine Sanctuaries in particular. However, deciding where and how many sites to establish within a given area is frequently hampered by incomplete knowledge of the distribution of organisms and an understanding of the potential tradeoffs that would allow planners to address frequently competing interests in an objective manner. Fortunately, this is beginning to change. Recent studies on the continental shelf of the northeastern United States suggest that substrate and water mass characteristics are highly correlated with the composition of benthic communities and may therefore, serve as proxies for the distribution of biological biodiversity. A detailed geo-referenced interpretative map of major sediment types within Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuary (SBNMS) has recently been developed, and computer-aided decision support tools have reached new levels of sophistication. We demonstrate the use of simulated annealing, a type of mathematical optimization, to identify suites of potential conservation sites within SBNMS that equally represent 1) all major sediment types and 2) derived habitat types based on both sediment and depth in the smallest amount of space. The Sanctuary was divided into 3610 0.5 min$^2$ sampling units. Simulations incorporated constraints on the physical dispersion of sampling units to varying degrees such that solutions included between one and four site clusters. Target representation goals were set at 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 percent of each sediment type, and 10 and 20 percent of each habitat type. Simulations consisted of 100 runs, from which we identified the best solution (i.e., smallest total area) and four near-optimal alternates. We also plotted total instances in which each sampling unit occurred in solution sets of the 100 runs as a means of gauging the variety of spatial configurations available under each scenario. Results suggested that the total combined area needed to represent each of the sediment types in equal proportions was equal to the percent representation level sought. Slightly larger areas were required to represent all habitat types at the same representation levels. Total boundary length increased in direct proportion to the number of sites at all levels of representation for simulations involving sediment and habitat classes, but increased more rapidly with number of sites at higher representation levels. There were a large number of alternate spatial configurations at all representation levels, although generally fewer among one and two versus three- and four-site solutions. These differences were less pronounced among simulations targeting habitat representation, suggesting that a similar degree of flexibility is inherent in the spatial arrangement of potential protected area systems containing one versus several sites for similar levels of habitat representation. We attribute these results to the distribution of sediment and depth zones within the Sanctuary, and to the fact that even levels of representation were sought in each scenario.
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INTRODUCTION

The sustainable exploitation of marine fishes and the maintenance of healthy ecosystems can best be achieved in the context of ecosystem management, including measures for the protection of habitats critical for survival, growth, and reproduction of marine organisms (Sherman et al. 1993, Jennings and Kaiser 1998, Peterson et al. 2000). A major form of habitat disturbance to seafloor communities on the continental shelf of New England is the use of bottom-tending mobile gears such as otter trawls and scallop dredges, used to exploit commercially valuable fish and invertebrate populations (Auster et al. 1996, Auster and Langton 1999). Use of these gears, particularly in sensitive habitats, can cause significant and long lasting impacts to the structure of the habitat itself and to the diversity, abundance, and composition of the biological communities living there (Collie et al. 1997). Further, the removal of high trophic level predators, such as Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua), can cause trophic cascades that alter the composition and abundance of prey communities associated with the seafloor (Jackson et al. 2001). Hence, both direct and indirect forms of human disturbance can impact biological diversity at both small and large spatial scales.

Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuary (SBNMS), located 25 miles east of Boston in the Gulf of Maine (Figure 1), is the only National Marine Sanctuary within the Acadian biogeographic province of the northeastern United States. While mineral extraction is prohibited under law, current sanctuary regulations do not provide protection for marine communities from most types of fishing, including the use of fishing gears that alter seafloor habitats.

Support has been gaining in recent years among scientists, resource managers, and the public in the United States and other parts of the world for establishing areas in the sea that would receive a level of protection similar to that provided by U.S. National Parks on land, in which all forms of commercial resource extraction is prohibited and anthropogenic disturbance is highly controlled (e.g., Earle et al. 2004). A common theme among calls for greater protection of marine habitats is the identification of areas that would, if protected, preserve a representative portion of a region’s biological diversity (e.g., Thackway 1996, National Research Council 2001).

Conservation of marine and terrestrial ecosystems poses different types of challenges (Carr et al. 2003). Protection of terrestrial ecosystems is often constrained by acquisition costs or availability of land, whereas marine conservation, especially in coastal areas, usually requires changes in management regulations that affect various user groups. Large-scale distributions of marine species and communities are also generally lesser known than are those of terrestrial ecosystems. However, recent studies on the continental shelf of the northeastern United States, including portions of SBNMS, suggest that substrate and water mass characteristics are highly correlated with the composition of benthic communities (e.g., Auster et al. 2001, Skinder 2002) and may therefore, serve as proxies for the distribution of biological biodiversity where detailed information on the distributions and abundances of species is lacking. Water mass characteristics have been well defined within the Gulf of Maine and modern tools such as multibeam sonar are improving our ability to map the distribution of seafloor habitats. A detailed geo-referenced interpretative map of major sediment types within SBNMS has recently been developed to aid resource management within the Sanctuary.

Any efforts to increase habitat protection in parts of the SBNMS will likely meet with the greatest success if they attempt to balance the interests of resource users with those of conservation. A good starting point in any such discussion might be to identify the minimum amount of habitat required to preserve representative examples of the Sanctuary’s indigenous biological diversity. The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate a means by which this could be done in an objective and transparent manner.

Methods involve the use of a type of mathematical optimization known as simulated annealing, a name that derives from the physical process of heating and slowly cooling a substance to obtain a strong crystalline structure (Kirkpatrick et al. 1983). Simulated annealing is one of several classes of algorithm that have been developed, tested, and applied to real world conservation planning for more than 20 years (see good reviews by Nichols and Margules 1993, Humphries et al. 1996). Most studies have focused on terrestrial applications although similar models have increasingly been used in marine
ecoregional planning efforts as well (e.g., Beck and Odaya 2001, Airame et al. 2003, Cook and Auster 2005). Simulated annealing has a variety of advantages over other methods (Pressey et al. 1993), particularly in its ability often to find multiple solutions, or alternate spatial configurations, to meet specific conservation objectives (Possingham et al. 2000). Here we demonstrate the use of simulated annealing as a decision-support tool for identifying potential sets of alternative habitat conservation areas within SBNMS using the map of sediment types described above and a derived set of data for habitats classified by sediment type and depth. Habitat conservation targets were chosen only for demonstration purposes. These and the results presented in this report are not intended as prescriptions for management.

METHODS

The data
Boundaries for SBNMS were digitized from coordinates published in the Federal Register and are stored at the Massachusetts Office of Coastal Zone Management. The marine sediment layer was created by Technology Planning and Management Corporation (TPMC) of Scituate, Massachusetts using multi-beam echo sounder data collected by the United States Geological Survey (Valentine et al. 2001). These data have an accuracy of 10 m$^2$ and were used to construct a composite seabed backscatter (reflectivity) image of the entire Sanctuary. The strength of the reflectance (gray scale) values is generally associated with the composition of seafloor substrates, with harder substrates producing stronger signals. A digital two-dimensional map of the major sediment types (Figure 2) was generated by defining thresholds for values associated with hard and soft sediments as follows: 1 - 75 for mud, 76 – 165 for sand, and 166 – 255 for gravel.

![Figure 2. Interpretive marine benthic sediment layer based on reflectance values from multi-beam echo sounder data in Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuary.](image)
We created a map of benthic habitat classes (Figure 3) by reclassifying the sediment layer to include three depth zones (0-60m, 61-150m, and >150m) based on information on the distributions of water masses and fish species assemblages in the Gulf of Maine (Brown et al. 1996, Sherman et al. 1996, Auster 2002).

Overall, gravel represented the most abundant sediment class, with sand and mud present in lesser but approximately equal amounts (Table 1). Most of the Sanctuary (approximately 63%) occurs at depths between 60 and 150m. Gravel and mud were present in approximately equal proportions in this zone, with lesser amounts of sand. Alternatively, sand and gravel were present in roughly equal proportion at depths from 0 to 60m, with lesser amounts of mud. Mud was the most abundant sediment at depths >150m, occupying approximately 77% of substrate area at this depth.

Table 1. Total areal extent of sediment types and habitat classes calculated from the interpretive maps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Depth Range (m)</th>
<th>Gravel (km²)</th>
<th>Mud (km²)</th>
<th>Sand (km²)</th>
<th>Totals (km²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All depths</td>
<td>866.1</td>
<td>650.4</td>
<td>674.2</td>
<td>2190.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface to 60</td>
<td>332.2</td>
<td>118.5</td>
<td>330.6</td>
<td>781.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between 60 and 150</td>
<td>533.2</td>
<td>516.2</td>
<td>339.5</td>
<td>1388.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greater than 150</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>20.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We sampled the sediment types and habitat classes on the maps by overlaying a grid of 0.5 min squares (described in more detail below) to create a set of sampling units which provided the raw data for the algorithm.

**The algorithm**

We used MARXAN, Version 1.8 software (Ball and Possingham 2001) to perform simulated annealing, a Monte Carlo procedure used to minimize multivariate functions associated with a physical or biological system. MARXAN’s objective function calculates the total cost associated with a set of sampling units as:

\[
\text{Total Cost} = \sum_{\text{su's}} \text{SU costs} + \text{BLM} \sum_{\text{su's}} \text{boundary lengths} + \sum_{\text{cf's}} \text{CFPF} \times \text{penalty} + \text{Threshold Penalty}
\]

where SU refers to sampling units, CFPF to “Conservation Feature Penalty Factor”, and BLM to “Boundary Length Modifier”. The CFPF weights the cost associated with failure to meet the representation target of each conservation feature specified, these being sediment or habitat types in the present analysis. The threshold penalty represents a cost for exceeding some maximum desired size of solutions.

The BLM is a weighting used to control the spatial aggregation of sampling units, where the boundary length is equal to the sum of the lengths of the sides of sampling units that do not adjoin another unit. If equal to zero, the algorithm performs without spatial constraint. BLM values greater than zero increase the cost of the boundary length and encourage solutions that aggregate sampling units into fewer, compact clusters with shared boundaries. For example, the boundary length of four unconnected squares is 16 (based on all sides of each square), while that of four squares sharing boundaries is 8-10, depending on configuration. The BLM can be adjusted through an iterative process to obtain a desired number of clustered sites.

Simulations are initialized with a set of sampling units drawn at random from the larger data set. Sampling units are then added and removed at random from the set in a long series of iterations, with the total cost of each new set compared to the previous. Changes that reduce the total cost are always retained. Those that do not are accepted with some probability that diminishes over the course of the iterations. The rate of diminishing probability is set by an “annealing schedule” which includes the number of iterations and the number of cooling steps (times the probability of acceptance is reduced). By occasionally accepting changes that increase or do not change the total cost during earlier iterations, the algorithm is able to explore all possible sets, avoiding local optima in search of the global optimum, which will eventually be found given sufficient iterations.

In the present analysis, we wished to identify those parts of the Sanctuary that represent the full diversity of sediment and habitat types in specific quantity (our target levels of representation) in the smallest total area. We set the cost of individual sampling units as equal to their size so that their summed cost was a measure of total included area. We identified the smallest value of the BLM that resulted in solutions that met our target levels of representation in one to four cohesive groups of sampling units (or sites) following the methods described below. We set the threshold penalty to zero and the
CFPF high enough that our targets were always met. In general, larger areas are needed to meet specific representation targets where solutions are constrained to a smaller number of sites. In other words, the fewer sites allowed in solutions, the larger the total included area. Thus, in our analysis, optimization represented a tradeoff between total area and number of sites.

Sampling units

The use of reflectance as a proxy for sediment type is spatial scale-dependent. While there was little correlation between phi values of sediment grab samples and reflectance (P. Valentine personal communication), video observations showed general sediment classification and reflectance values to be highly correlated (e.g., Auster et al. 2001). Based on the latter analysis, we considered it reasonable to assume sampling units of 0.25 min squares or larger would represent sediment types reasonably well.

Therefore, we created three square sampling grids, of 0.25, 0.5, and 1.0 minute latitude and longitude in the geographic coordinate system, and compared these for the effect that sampling scale might have on the outcome of optimization. The grids were clipped to the Sanctuary boundaries such that most sampling units on the boundary consisted of partial squares. The size of whole sampling units varied depending on their position along the north-south and east-west axes being larger at the northern end of the Sanctuary than the southern and in the west than the east, but differences were minor. For example, the greatest difference in size between any two whole 0.5 min squares was 0.006 km².

We quantified the amount of each sediment and habitat class per sampling unit by intersecting the data and grid layers, quantifying the areas of the newly created polygons, and summing by class. The sediment and habitat layers were essentially projected against a flat surface to calculate areal coverage. Thus, our estimates of areal coverage do not account for topography and will be underestimated in regions where depth varies. We chose a flat projection because the alternative would have favored the selection of sites with high relief. Such solutions could tend to exclude species with preferences for habitats in low relief environments.

We performed simulations on each data set with target levels of representation equal to 10% and 20% of the three main sediment types. Results obtained with the 0.25 min grid consisted of either many small site clusters (at least nine to ten) or the entire study area. This occurred because the boundaries of planning units on the outer edge of the study area did not count toward the summed cost of the boundary length, and because the combined cost of the sampling units and the boundary length (the total cost score without penalties) rapidly became larger than the cost of all sampling units under even small values of the BLM.

These problems never arose in tests on the 0.5 min and 1.0 min grids. We compared total included area in one, two, and four-site solutions at 10% and 20% target representation levels and chose for comparison the top ten solutions as described in the next section. There was no difference (P > 0.05) between mean total area among any set of solutions at the 10% representation level, or for single-site solutions at 20% representation. Multiple-
site solutions obtained with 0.5 min$^2$ sampling units did however, cover significantly less total area than did those of 1.0 min$^2$ sampling units (2 sites: $F = 13.86$, $P = 0.002$; 4 sites: $F = 10.23$; $P = 0.0056$). We therefore chose to use the 0.5 min sampling unit grid, with a total of 3610 sampling units (mean 0.78 km$^2$), for all subsequent analyses.

**Controlling spatial configuration**

Boundary lengths were obtained from Arc attribute tables (containing “lpoly” and “rpoly” attributes) following conversion from the shape files containing the sampling unit grids. The boundaries on the outer edge of the Sanctuary were defined as irremovable (Ball and Possingham 2001, page 26). Amounts of each sediment, or habitat, type were transformed to the square root of their original area so that they would scale with the boundary lengths. Thus, total cost, included in the output for each run of the algorithm, is an index of total area. The transformation was necessary in order to keep the values of the BLMs required to obtain a desired number of sites (clustered sampling units) within a reasonable range and had no effect on the outcome.

We performed a large number of experimental simulations to determine the effect that the BLM had on the size of solutions (total included area), their boundary lengths, and number of sampling units. Each trial consisted of 100 runs, as did each of those used to produce the results presented in this report. Each run was performed with 10,000,000 iterations and 50,000 cooling steps. Larger BLM values were associated with a larger range in the number of sampling units among solutions and larger maximum areas, but smaller maximum boundary lengths. Although the boundary length decreased with increasing values of the BLM, the minimum number of sampling units and total included area varied little. The mean number of clusters also varied with the BLM. It was therefore possible to find solutions in which the number of clusters differed but total included area was essentially fixed. That is, for similar total area, solutions could be found that consisted of one or more site clusters. Larger boundary lengths were generally associated with more clusters.

**Identifying minimum sets**

Identifying a true minimum set of sampling units to meet any representation goal is a difficult mathematical problem. Simulated annealing can find the true minimum given an adequate annealing schedule. For most real-world conservation applications, it is often of little practical value to know the true minimum, as near-minimum sets often come very close and other decision factors will ultimately determine the exact size and location of conservation areas (Kirkpatrick et al. 1983). Furthermore, it is often the case that a greater number of near-minimum versus true minimum sets exists, and this can be an advantage in cases where planners wish to examine a range of alternatives. We present all of the results provided with this report as near-minimum sets. However, the procedure outlined below identified sets that we believe to approximate the true minima.

We defined the “best” solution, out of 100 runs, for any set of inputs to be the one having the fewest sampling units and the smallest boundary length. We used counts of sampling units as a proxy for total area because MARXAN output provides counts of sampling units but not summed area of units and because of the negligible differences in size of
whole sampling units. In addition to the best solution, we also identified four “alternates”
that were closest to the best in terms of size and boundary length. To identify the
smallest number of sampling units needed to represent sediment, or habitat, types at each
of the five target levels (5, 10, 15, 20, and 25% of their distribution in the Sanctuary), we
ran simulations with BLM values equal to zero. In each case, the set of 100 runs
produced solutions with the same number of sampling units. These constituted true
minimum sets because the sampling units chosen included only one sediment type each.
Site clusters, on the other hand, will include sampling units that span more than one
sediment type where the size of clusters exceeds the scale of homogeneity in the substrate
map. To approximate true minima in subsequent runs where the BLM was greater than
zero, we identified those solutions that contained an equal or near-equal number of
sampling units to those obtained with BLM values equal to zero.

It was usually necessary to test a range of BLM values to obtain solutions with one to
four site clusters. We started with BLM values equal to one and increased these in
regular increments until single-site solutions had a highly rectangular shape (i.e., a
minimization of the boundary length). The number of sites identified from each of 100
runs at BLM values identified in this way varied from one and two in some cases to more
than two in others. To obtain solutions with more sites, we reduced the BLM in small
increments until this was achieved. We were therefore able to identify multiple-site
solutions with the smallest boundary lengths (i.e., those with highly rectangular shapes).
We sorted results of all runs by their boundary lengths. Boundary lengths were highly
correlated with the number of site clusters, so it was a simple matter to identify the
smallest boundary length that corresponded with the desired number of sites. We chose
as best and alternates, solutions with the smallest boundary lengths and number of
sampling units closest to the minimum identified from runs with BLM = 0.

For simulations with habitat classes, we followed a slightly different procedure because
total included area and the number of site clusters were not as tightly associated as they
had been for the three sediment classes. In these cases, we ordered the results by
boundary length and chose as best and alternative solutions, those that had the fewest
sampling units for a given number of site clusters.

RESULTS

Here we present results for simulations run with target representation levels of 5, 10, 15,
20, and 25% of each sediment type and 10 and 20% of each habitat class. These were
adequate to demonstrate the general patterns that emerged with the application of
simulated annealing to our two data sets.

Representation targets were met in all simulations. Multiple solutions existed in every
case, with sampling units aggregated into one or more site clusters. Of these, we plotted
the best solutions obtained for each representation level and number of sites for sediment
types (Figure 4) and habitat classes (Figure 5).
Figure 4.1. Best results, as defined in this report, for 5% representation of each sediment type, distributed among A: 1 site cluster, B: 2 site clusters, C: 3 site clusters, and D: 4 site clusters.

Figure 4.2. Best results, as defined in this report, for 10% representation of each sediment type, distributed among A: 1 site cluster, B: 2 site clusters, C: 3 site clusters, and D: 4 site clusters.

Figure 4.3. Best results, as defined in this report, for 15% representation of each sediment type, distributed among A: 1 site cluster, B: 2 site clusters, C: 3 site clusters, and D: 4 site clusters.

Figure 4.4. Best results, as defined in this report, for 20% representation of each sediment type, distributed among A: 1 site cluster, B: 2 site clusters, C: 3 site clusters, and D: 4 site clusters.
Figure 4.5. Best results, as defined in this report, for 25% representation of each sediment type, distributed among A: 1 site cluster, B: 2 site clusters, C: 3 site clusters, and D: 4 site clusters.

Figure 5.1. Best results, as defined in this report, for 10% representation of each habitat type, distributed among A: 1 site cluster, B: 2 site clusters, C: 3 site clusters, and D: 4 site clusters.

Figure 5.2. Best results, as defined in this report, for 20% representation of each habitat type, distributed among A: 1 site cluster, B: 2 site clusters, C: 3 site clusters, and D: 4 site clusters.
Mean percent area of the entire Sanctuary in solutions from each set of 100 runs on the sediment data was equal to the percent representation of each sediment type, with a mean standard deviation from all runs of 0.011 (range: 0.003-0.048). Thus, for example, with minor deviation, the outcome of runs for which 10% of each sediment type was represented covered 10% of the area of the Sanctuary. This relationship did not vary with the number of site clusters. Results were similar where the nine habitat classes were represented except that total included area was slightly greater on average (but less than 1% of the area of the Sanctuary) than representation levels for solutions with one or two sites. Mean standard deviation from these runs was 0.112 with a range of 0.004-.378, somewhat higher than those obtained with the sediment data.

Boundary length increased in direct proportion to number of sites at all levels of representation for simulations with the sediment (Figure 6) and habitat data (Figure 7). However, boundary lengths increased more rapidly with number of sites at higher levels of representation (Figure 8).

![Figure 6](Figure 6. Boundary length as a function of the number of sites for best and alternate solutions of 5% ( ), 10% ( ), 15% ( ), 20% ( ▲ ), and 25% ( ) representation of sediment types.)
Figure 7. Boundary length as a function of the number of sites for best and alternate solutions of 10% (○) and 20% (■) representation of habitat classes.

Figure 8. Slope of regression equations versus number of sites for the relationships shown in Figure 6 (○) and Figure 7 (△).
Differences in total area between the best and alternate solutions for sediment types were no more than 1 km$^2$, although differences in boundary length were as much as 15 km or 8% longer (Table 2). By contrast, differences in total area between the best and alternate solutions for habitat classes were as much as 21 km$^2$, but still only about 1% of the total area of the Sanctuary. Differences in boundary length were at most 12 km (Table 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1 site</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BLM</td>
<td>Run</td>
<td>Area</td>
<td>BL</td>
<td>BLM</td>
<td>Run</td>
<td>Area</td>
<td>BL</td>
<td>BLM</td>
<td>Run</td>
<td>Area</td>
<td>BL</td>
<td>BLM</td>
<td>Run</td>
<td>Area</td>
<td>BL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>329</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ab1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>329</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ab2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>329</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>438</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ab3</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>329</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ab4</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>329</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 2 sites |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |
|---------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|      |
|         | BLM | Run | Area | BL  | BLM | Run | Area | BL  | BLM | Run | Area | BL  | BLM | Run | Area | BL  |
| Best    | 25  | 22  | 110  | 54  | 5   | 72  | 219  | 85  | 10  | 16  | 329  | 110 | 10  | 1   | 438  | 117 | 10  | 96  | 548  | 130 |
| Ab1     | 25  | 12  | 109  | 57  | 5   | 38  | 219  | 86  | 10  | 20  | 329  | 112 | 10  | 6   | 438  | 117 | 10  | 21  | 548  | 131 |
| Ab2     | 25  | 75  | 110  | 58  | 5   | 17  | 219  | 86  | 10  | 51  | 329  | 113 | 10  | 46  | 438  | 117 | 10  | 58  | 548  | 133 |
| Ab3     | 25  | 38  | 110  | 58  | 5   | 19  | 219  | 86  | 10  | 29  | 329  | 113 | 10  | 61  | 438  | 120 | 10  | 10  | 548  | 136 |
| Ab4     | 25  | 57  | 110  | 58  | 5   | 100 | 220  | 86  | 10  | 20  | 329  | 112 | 10  | 48  | 438  | 121 | 10  | 49  | 548  | 136 |

| 3 sites |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |
|---------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|      |
|         | BLM | Run | Area | BL  | BLM | Run | Area | BL  | BLM | Run | Area | BL  | BLM | Run | Area | BL  |
| Best    | 10  | 76  | 110  | 71  | 0.5 | 10  | 219  | 109 | 1   | 96  | 329  | 130 | 0.5 | 99  | 438  | 153 | 1   | 28  | 548  | 167 |
| Ab1     | 10  | 93  | 109  | 71  | 0.5 | 65  | 218  | 109 | 1   | 27  | 329  | 130 | 0.5 | 69  | 438  | 154 | 1   | 47  | 548  | 171 |
| Ab2     | 10  | 99  | 109  | 71  | 0.5 | 87  | 218  | 109 | 1   | 98  | 329  | 131 | 0.5 | 13  | 438  | 157 | 1   | 97  | 548  | 171 |
| Ab3     | 10  | 79  | 109  | 86  | 0.5 | 84  | 218  | 109 | 1   | 3   | 329  | 131 | 0.5 | 30  | 438  | 160 | 1   | 18  | 548  | 172 |
| Ab4     | 10  | 37  | 110  | 74  | 0.5 | 58  | 219  | 110 | 1   | 1   | 329  | 132 | 0.5 | 2   | 438  | 163 | 1   | 29  | 548  | 175 |

| 4 sites |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |
|---------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|      |
|         | BLM | Run | Area | BL  | BLM | Run | Area | BL  | BLM | Run | Area | BL  | BLM | Run | Area | BL  |
| Best    | 1   | 83  | 110  | 84  | 0.5 | 32  | 219  | 123 | 1   | 19  | 329  | 147 | 0.5 | 83  | 438  | 168 | 1   | 36  | 548  | 188 |
| Ab1     | 1   | 43  | 110  | 84  | 0.5 | 88  | 219  | 124 | 1   | 55  | 329  | 154 | 0.5 | 51  | 438  | 176 | 1   | 22  | 548  | 191 |
| Ab2     | 1   | 98  | 110  | 85  | 0.5 | 1   | 219  | 125 | 1   | 26  | 329  | 154 | 0.5 | 81  | 438  | 179 | 1   | 62  | 548  | 197 |
| Ab3     | 1   | 38  | 110  | 85  | 0.5 | 16  | 219  | 125 | 1   | 33  | 329  | 155 | 0.5 | 88  | 438  | 179 | 1   | 50  | 548  | 203 |
| Ab4     | 1   | 35  | 110  | 86  | 0.5 | 41  | 219  | 131 | 1   | 94  | 326  | 158 | 0.5 | 66  | 438  | 180 | 1   | 15  | 548  | 196 |
Table 3. Boundary Length Modifier (BLM), run number, total area, and boundary length (BL) of the best and four alternate solutions as defined in this report for 10 and 20% representation of nine habitat types under four spatial configurations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BLM</th>
<th>Run</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>BL</th>
<th></th>
<th>BLM</th>
<th>Run</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>BL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1 site</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>454</td>
<td>102</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alt1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>454</td>
<td>101</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alt2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>457</td>
<td>101</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alt3</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>457</td>
<td>102</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alt4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>464</td>
<td>99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BLM</th>
<th>Run</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>BL</th>
<th></th>
<th>BLM</th>
<th>Run</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>BL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>2 sites</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>448</td>
<td>120</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alt1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>449</td>
<td>121</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alt2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>452</td>
<td>122</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alt3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>456</td>
<td>120</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alt4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>469</td>
<td>121</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BLM</th>
<th>Run</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>BL</th>
<th></th>
<th>BLM</th>
<th>Run</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>BL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>3 sites</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>152</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alt1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>152</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alt2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>156</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alt3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>154</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alt4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>152</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BLM</th>
<th>Run</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>BL</th>
<th></th>
<th>BLM</th>
<th>Run</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>BL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>4 sites</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>161</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alt1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>166</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alt2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>168</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alt3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>167</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alt4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>162</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It is evident that the locations of sites selected by the algorithm varied among solutions, depending on representation level, number of clusters, and area included. However, the probability of selection varied among individual sampling units and cluster sites, and therefore some sampling units and sites were represented more frequently in solutions that others. We can represent frequency of inclusion by plotting summed solutions in which the number of times each sampling unit is included in a solution is summed over all runs and displayed as a graded color scheme. MARXAN will output summed solutions if specified.

We plotted summed solutions from four simulations to illustrate the range of variation in spatial configuration of alternate solutions and how this varies with the target number of sites (Figure 9).

Figure 9.1. The summed solution for 100 runs of a MARXAN simulation. Target representation levels were 10% of each sediment type. The BLM was 5. Times selected is the number of times that a sampling unit was included in a solution set.

Figure 9.2. The summed solution for 100 runs of a MARXAN simulation. Target representation levels were 10% of each sediment type. The BLM was 0.5. Times selected is the number of times that a sampling unit was included in a solution set.
Simulations producing mostly one and two-site solutions exhibited less variation in the location of sites selected across runs and fewer sampling units with a moderate to high probability of being selected. Differences were most pronounced among simulations where sediment rather than habitat type representation was the goal. The outcome of simulations on the sediment data further exhibited a tighter clustering of moderate to high probability sampling units in the center region of the Sanctuary (Figure 9.1) compared to simulations producing three- and four-site solutions (Figure 9.2). Differences were less pronounced among simulations targeting representation of the nine habitat types (Figure 9.3 and Figure 9.4).
DISCUSSION

Results of this analysis suggest a great deal of flexibility in the selection of protected areas for equal representation of benthic habitats in SBNMS. Not only do targeted levels of representation of sediment types and habitat classes, expressed in terms of percent cover, correlate strongly with percent of the study area needed to represent them in a minimal amount of space, but this area remains fairly constant under a variety of spatial design scenarios. These patterns are consistent over a range of representation levels as well.

These patterns were not anticipated and differ from results reported in a similar analysis but using abundance distribution data of demersal fishes from research trawl surveys across the eastern continental shelf of the United States (Cook and Auster 2005). The most likely explanation for the present results is that each of the three sediment types occurred in roughly equal proportions within the Sanctuary and there was a good mix of all three in most areas. Thus, solutions were very efficient in that none of the targeted amounts of sediment or habitat types were exceeded in order to adequately represent all of them under the spatial constraints imposed (one to four sites). There was likely less spatial variation among simulations targeting habitat versus sediment type representation because deep-water habitats (>150m) are much more localized within the Sanctuary than are the others. Nevertheless, the additional cost of representing the nine habitat classes versus three sediment types in terms of total included area was quite small (less than 1% more of Sanctuary area).

Although the total habitat area included in solutions was not affected by aggregation, boundary length increased in direct proportion to the number of sites, given a constant representation of sediment and habitat types. Thus, all things being equal, total boundary length and boundary to area ratio would be smaller for conservation strategies that emphasized a single protected area versus those that allocated the same amount of habitat area among two or more sites. A single large protected area might be favored over several smaller ones for a number of reasons (see Fogarty 1999 and Dayton et al. 2000 for good discussions). Among these, smaller boundary lengths can reduce social and economic impacts of habitat protection as well as the difficulty and expense of enforcement. Smaller boundary-to-area ratios also tend to reduce movement rates of mobile organisms from inside to out (Polacheck 1990, Lindholm et al. 2001), thus larger areas may offer more protection to their inhabitants, particularly if exploitation occurs right on the boundaries. On the other hand, multiple sites increase both redundancy and the likelihood of including greater biodiversity. Since boundary length increases faster with number of sites at higher levels of representation, a preferred design strategy might differ depending on how much habitat were to be protected.

Each of the 100 runs of a simulation represents an optimal or near-optimal solution to a set of representation targets given the constraints defined by the optimization function. Near-optimal solutions varied little from the best (optimal) solutions in terms of total area and boundary length. Therefore, each of the 100 runs of a simulation could be viewed as a good solution, where ‘good’ is defined in terms of a conservative use of space in
representing sediment type diversity. The summed solutions provide an indication of how much flexibility exists in the number and location of these solutions.

In SBNMS, there are fewer good one- and two-site solutions than three- and four-site solutions to the equal representation of sediment types because of the distribution of sediments. Sediment type heterogeneity is highest toward the center of the Sanctuary. Therefore, simulations constrained by the BLM to produce one- and two-site solutions will be concentrated in this area because this is where equal representation can be achieved most efficiently (note however, that if representation goals had not been equal, these results might have been quite different). Since the three sediment types are broadly distributed within the Sanctuary, efficient representation can be achieved through a large number of different spatial configurations. Thus, greater flexibility in spatial configuration is achieved with a greater number of sites.

However, the choice of sites based on sediment type alone would ignore the relationships that many organisms have with habitats defined by a greater number of physical and biological factors. Depth is an important, although not necessarily the only other, determinate of distribution for many marine organisms. Results of the our analysis indicate that considerably less variability exists in the number of potential sites, where representation must include each of the nine habitat classes defined by our three sediment types and depth zones. These are concentrated in the central portion of the northern half of the Sanctuary because this is the only area where three habitat types occur at depths exceed 150 meters. Even when the BLM allows for more than 2 sites, most solutions will include one or more in this region, although there will likely exist greater flexibility in the location of the other sites.

The underlying assumption in this study is that patterns in the distribution of species and communities are highly correlated with sediment type and water temperature and these factors can serve as proxies for representative communities of organisms. Such patterns have been demonstrated for both fishes (Langton et al. 1995, Brown et al. 1996, Auster et al. 1998, 2001, 2002) and benthic invertebrates (Kostylov et al. 2001, Skinder 2002) in the Gulf of Maine and are common patterns for a wide range of benthic and demersal taxa in other parts of the world ocean (e.g., McCall and Tevesz 1982, Etter and Grassle 1992, Morrisey et al. 1992, Zajac et al. 2000). For example, sea pens (Pennatulaca acculeata) are common structure-forming fauna in deep mud habitats (mud sediment type and Maine deep water) of SBNMS (Auster unpublished data). Use of only sediment type as a habitat attribute reduces the probability of inclusion of this species in any management scheme focused on representation. Use of sediment type and temperature as a proxy for habitat in conservation planning, in the absence of robust data on the distribution and abundance of fauna at the spatial scales of individual protected areas, allows managers to develop conservation alternatives in a precautionary manner (sensu Auster et al. 1997) to meet goals for the conservation and sustainable use of biological diversity within National Marine Sanctuaries.

The purpose of this study was to demonstrate the utility of simulated annealing as a decision support tool for resource management planning in SBNMS and to examine some
of the general patterns discovered in an application that varied representation of marine habitats within the range often advocated for regional inclusion in marine protected areas (National Research Council 2001). There are several ways in which the present analysis could be expanded or improved.

First, we made the simplifying assumption that the “cost” of sampling units was directly proportional to their size. In so doing, we were able to directly compare tradeoffs in total area and spatial structure of solutions equivalent in habitat representation. In future analyses, the cost function could be expanded to include additional social or economic terms, such as those related to commercial and recreational fishing, with appropriate values assigned to individual sampling units. Weighting factors could be applied to these terms in order to evaluate the effects on solutions and the trade-offs associated with one or more of these factors.

Secondly, boulder pile and rocky reef habitats were not included in our sediment data. These relatively localized habitats cannot be distinguished easily from other gravel substrates using multi-beam data. However, it is possible to interpret pattern in gray scale to differentiate boulder and reef habitats based on small-scale patterns in variation of reflectivity. A map product has been developed based on visual interpretation of the multibeam record (P. Valentine unpublished data) but was not completed in time for use in the present study. Auster et al. (1998) showed that the composition and abundance of fishes differed between gravel and boulder reef-dominated habitats, so subsequent analyses should differentiate between these habitats to provide a more complete range of sediment types, and by extension, of biological diversity.

Finally, use of habitat or species-specific research results, as well as traditional ecological knowledge (e.g., from the fishing community), could be used to prioritize habitats in this type of analysis. For example, known habitat patches (planning units) that are important for key species (e.g., locations of nursery or spawning habitat) can be identified a priori to be included in any solution. Such planning units can be selected for species of ecological or economic importance as well as those that are sensitive to disturbance, rare or are of particular interest to managers or the public.

There are several ways to develop alternatives for spatial management regimes in marine protected areas. These include methods where stakeholders develop a priori maps with defined management units and defend their assumptions or priorities represented by each. Final solutions require iterative renditions based on changing sets of assumptions and priorities. Simulated annealing using MARXAN or related programs provides managers and stakeholders with a tool that can incorporate a priori ecological, economic, and other societal priorities in a manner that precedes the display of solutions. Such an approach can garner results that are acceptable to diverse user groups as the variety of optimal solutions represents the amalgam of stakeholder requirements.
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